


A-2 GREETING CARDS

 w/ cream envelope / 4.25” x 5.5” / 6 per style

CH-BIY

CH-HMB

believe in yourself

CG-TC

love shield w/ dogs

CH-HYB

hope you’re back 
in the saddle soon

CH-LO

loyal steadfast true CH-LST

happy birthday to you CH-HBT

have a magical birthday!

CH-CLR

cat ladies rule!

CH-TYM

thank you for making 
the world a beautiful place

 elegant heavy weight textured paper

Heralding New



A-2 GREETING CARDS

 w/ cream envelope / 4.25” x 5.5” / 6 per style

CHP-BIY

CHP-HMB

believe in yourself

love shield w/ dogs

CHP-HYB

hope you’re back in the saddle soon

CHP-LO

loyal steadfast true CHP-LST

happy birthday to you CHP-HBT

have a magical birthday!

CHP-CLR

cat ladies rule!

CHP-TYM

thank you for making 
the world a beautiful place

elegant heavy weight textured paper

Heraldic Cards
 w/ PIN BACK BUTTON



YOU’RE SOMETHING BUTTONS
1.25” glossy pinback buttons on 2.5” x 3.5” card 6 per style -or- 96 assorted

YS-EH

YS-OOK

YS-PDF

YS-GS

YS-EN

YS-CLR

YS-ARP

YS-CO

YS-DBF

YS-AAG

YS-STB 

YS-HO YS-MM

YS-NO1

YS-FF

YS-QU

YS-WBM

YS-KH YS-SS

YS-FYM

YS-ARM

actual size

YS-IMB



POSTCARDS
           w/ MAGNETS

Three 4” x 6” matte postcards
w/ three 1.25” removable 
magnets in a cello package

MP-WL

MP-MCB

the world laughs in flowers

birds of a feather

MP-FYH
follow your heart

MP-BOF

happy birthday birds MB-HBB

merci bouquet!

MP-BH
bee happy

To keep or give away...

4 per style



POCKET NOTEBOOKS
4“x 5.75” / 48 pages / saddle stitched / 6 per style

N-CNN
bird nest

flowers w/ bees

N-LIL

pink lily

N-FLW

big flowers

N-BEE



INTRODUCING A-2 GREETING CARDS
4.25” x 5.5” card w/ cream envelope / 6 per style

CA2-CC
clown cat

CA2-DC

dapper cat

CA2-WYP

wishing you a 
purr-fect birthday!

CA2-HBF

happy birthday from
both of us

CA2-WR / CA2B-WR
white roses

CA2-M / CA2B-M
merci 

CA2-TY / CA2B-TY
thank you

CA2-TAB / CA2B-TAB
thanks a bunch

BOXED THANK YOU CARDS 4 per style
packaged in a crystal clear box
6 per box w/ cream envelope

CA2B-CC CA2B-DC

BOXED CAT CARDS



MINI ENCLOSURE CARDS
 w/ cream envelope 2.5” x 3.5” / 6 per style

MI-BHMI-MUSH

MI-CAKMI-BB MI-LRMI-ELMI-TAB

MI-MAGMI-LIL

MI-CC

MI-PRO MI-WH

MI-BCMI-TU MI-FBMI-FRMI-MCBMI-STK

MI-FEMI-FF MI-PA MI-DCMI-NEMI-RRO
featherfurever friends party animal dapper catnestred rose

bird w/ crowntulips merci bouquet friends birdsfrog w/ violincongratulations stork

let’s eat cakebirthday bird thanks a bunch love rosesbirthday elephantclown cat

pink rosesmagnolia mushrooms white hydrangeasbe happymerci pink lily



5 x 7 GREETING CARDS
 w/ cream envelope / 6 per style

CG-WAY / CP-WAY
whoooo’s another year older?

CG - hand glittered CP- w/ 1.25” pinback button

CG-OTB / CP-OTB
only the best for you

CG-ALB / CP-ALB
a little birdie told me so...

CG-NBA / CP-NBA
you will never be as young

CG-HBDB 
bappy bird-day, beautiful

CG-HBB / CP-HBB
happy birthday

CG-IMB / CP-IMB
it’s my birthday

CG-HBP / CP-HBP
happy birthday, princess

CG-HBO
one of a kind

CG-EBT / CP-EBT
everyboy’s tweeting about it..

CG-LHA / CP-LHA
let’s horse around

CG-PAC / CP-PAC
happy birthday, party animal



5 x 7 GREETING CARDS
 w/ cream envelope / 6 per style
CG - hand glittered CP- w/ 1.25” pinback button

CG-HBF / CP-HBF
happy birthday, friend

CG-PAD / CP-PAD
happy birthday, party animal

CG-ENF / CP-ENF
elephants never forget

CG-IYB / CP-IYB
i heard the latest tweet

CG-FF
furever friends

CG-TYR / CP-TYR
today you rule

CG-AYW
another year wiser

CG-BOF / CP-BOF
birds of a feather...

CG-MCB
merci bouquet

CG-LGT / CP-LGT
let’s get together

CG-FRB / CP-FRB
friends

CG-LM / CP-LM
lucky me



5 x 7 GREETING CARDS
 w/ cream envelope / 6 per style
CG - hand glittered CP- w/ 1.25” pinback button

CG-TAB / CP-TAB
thanks a bunch

CG- CLB
congratulations, love birds

CG-LMB
let’s make beautiful music

CG-SB
some bunny loves you

CG-WT / CP-WT
wild thing

CG-YB
i’ll always have your back

CG-RRO / CP-RRO
red rose

CG-WMA
wanna monkey around?

CG-IRY / CP-IRY
i ruv you

CG-FYH / CP-FYH
follow your heart

CG-YMS / CP-YMS
you make my heart sing

CG-IHY / CP-IHY
i heart you



5 x 7 GREETING CARDS
 w/ cream envelope / 6 per style
CG - hand glittered CP- w/ 1.25” pinback button

CG-NAY / CP-NAY
nuts about you

CG- OAL / CP-OAL
owl always love you

CG-TC
tou can do it better than one

CG-HIT
hang in there

CG-STC / CP-STC
something to crow about

CG-YAW / CP-YAW
you’re a real whhhinner

CG-YGG / CP-YGG
you go girl!

CG-YR / CP-YR
you rule!

CG-YAB / CP-YAB
you are so buddhaful

CG-STB / CP-STB
simply the best

CG-BF / CP-BF
believe

CG-BAG / CP-BAG
bloom & grow



5 x 7 GREETING CARDS
 w/ cream envelope / 6 per style
CG - hand glittered CP- w/ 1.25” pinback button

CG-TOYC / CP-TOYC
thinking of you - camellia

CG- TOY / CP-TOY
thinking of you - head

CG-IWA / CP-IWA
sorry i was an ass

CG-QOA / CP-QOA
queen of a lot

CG-BLO / CP-BLO
bloom

CG-BC 
welcome!

CG-STK / CP-STKG
if only it were that easy

CG-STK / CP-STKB
if only it were that easy

CG-VWF / CP-VWF
vase w/ flowers

CG-BL / CP-BL
breathe

CG-CE / CP-CE
celebrate

CG-HYF / CP-HYF
hope you feel better soon



BLACK MATTE GREETING CARDS
5” X 7“ w/ cream envelope / 6 per style

CB-ALG

ain’t love grand

CB - elegant matte black (no glitter) CPB - elegant matte black w/ 1.25” pinback button

my two lips... are only for you
CB-TLB 

true love blooms

CB-CNN

congratulations

CB-TYP
thank you

CB-TYB / CBP-TYB
thank you bouquet

CB-TYF
thank you big flowers

CB-TFB
thanks for being so sweet

CB-DGI / CBP-DGI
dog gone it, you’re cute

CB-DB / CBP-DB

dream big

CB-GP

you make a good pair

CB-MUSH / CBP-MIUSH
mush room in my heart

CB-MTL



BLACK MATTE GREETING CARDS
5” X 7” w/ cream envelope / 6 per style
CB - elegant matte black (no glitter) CPB - elegant matte black w/ 1.25” pin back button

CB-LA / CBP-LA

love always

CB-HTF / CBP-HTF

heartfelt

CB-BH / CBP-BH

be happy

CB-TOYF

thinking of you

CB-LIL / CBP-LIL
pink lily

CB-MAG / CBP-MAG

white magnoila

CB-WDS

with deepest sympathy

CB-EIG

everything is going to be alright

About the Phun House

Ever since I was a little girl, I’ve been making gifts and cards for my family 
and friends. In my 20s fashion was my passion, I was a photo stylist, designed 
costumes, made soft sculptures and dolls. In 1989, I created The 
Unbreakable Heart™ and The Woo Doll™ and the Phun House was 
established. It has since evolved into many different gift lines, because I just 
can’t sit still and I have to keep you all coming back. Two of my obsessions 
are vintage images and graphics, which I collect. Combining these two, into 
what we call “radical collaging,” with a little tongue and cheek humor is 
where we are today. Thanks for being on the journey with us.  
                



we believe in attention to detail, thinking good thoughts, 

a sense of humor, that gift-giving feeds the soul,

a daily dose of chocolate and loving what you do.

Made with love in Portland, Oregon

Here at the Phun House, 

www.pflynndesign.com
503-240-0802


	1 FRONT COVER - no bleed
	2 HERALDRY NO BUTTONS - no bleed
	3 HERALDRY W BUTTONS - no bleed
	4 YOU'RE SOMETHING - no bleed
	5 POSTCARDS - no bleed
	6 NOTEBOOKS - no bleed
	7 A2 CATS and THANK YOU - no bleed
	8 MINI CARD - no bleed
	9 5x7 CARDS - no bleed
	10 5x7 CARDS - no bleed
	11 5x7 CARDS- no bleed
	12 5x7 CARDS - no bleed
	13 5x7 CARDS - no bleed
	14 5x7 Black Cards - no bleed
	15 5x7 BLACK CARDS no bleed
	16 BACK COVER - no bleed

